Discover the FF&E and Building Products Vendors Committed to Healthy Environments

Visit our digital vendor library for inspiration and information
Access the hundreds of vendors committed to supporting health and wellness
MSAP ratings tell the story of their social and environmental impacts

Behind the Ratings
MSAP rates social and environmental impacts throughout the product life cycle. MindClick assigns a score out of a possible 200 points based on the 9 key metrics shown.

Healthy Design Made Easy
Certifications and eco-labels provide the proof points. MSAP consolidates the results through ratings, making it easy to compare products and performance.

Explore and Connect
Interested in learning more? Send an inquiry to a vendor rep directly from Design for Health.
At a glance comparisons

Take a quick look to see how your favorite vendors stack up. Dig in deeper to see specific details.

Join us! Create Account

Register for Design for Health today and make healthy interiors a standard part of your design practice.